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Abstract 25 

Appropriate interpretation of environmental signals facilitates niche specificity in 26 

pathogenic bacteria. However, the responses of niche-specific pathogens to common 27 

host signals are poorly understood. D-serine (D-ser) is a toxic metabolite present in 28 

highly variable concentrations at different colonisation sites within the human host that 29 

we previously found is capable of inducing changes in gene expression. In this study, 30 

we made the striking observation that the global transcriptional response of three 31 

Escherichia coli pathotypes - enterohaemorrhagic E. coli (EHEC), uropathogenic E. 32 

coli (UPEC) and neonatal meningitis associated E. coli (NMEC) - to D-ser was highly 33 

distinct. In fact, we identified no single differentially expressed gene common to all 34 

three strains. We observed the induction of ribosome-associated genes in 35 

extraintestinal pathogens UPEC and NMEC only, and the induction of purine 36 

metabolism genes in gut-restricted EHEC, and UPEC indicating distinct transcriptional 37 

responses to a common signal. UPEC and NMEC encode dsdCXA – a genetic locus 38 

required for detoxification and hence normal growth in the presence of D-ser. Specific 39 

transcriptional responses were induced in strains accumulating D-ser (WT EHEC and 40 

UPEC/NMEC mutants lacking the D-ser-responsive transcriptional activator DsdC), 41 

corroborating the notion that D-ser is an unfavourable metabolite if not metabolized. 42 

Importantly, many of the UPEC-associated transcriptome alterations correlate with 43 

published data on the urinary transcriptome, supporting the hypothesis that D-ser 44 

sensing forms a key part of urinary niche adaptation in this pathotype. Collectively, our 45 

results demonstrate distinct pleiotropic responses to a common metabolite in diverse 46 

E. coli pathotypes, with important implications for niche selectivity. 47 

 48 
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Materials and Methods 49 

Bacterial growth conditions 50 

All strains (listed in Table S1) were routinely cultured at 37°C in LB (Miller’s recipe – 51 

10 g L-1 NaCl). For growth assays and transcriptomic analysis, LB overnight cultures 52 

were diluted 1/100 in M9 minimal medium with 0.4% (w/v) glucose and incubated at 53 

37°C, 200 rpm. At the indicated timepoints, D-ser was added to a final concentration 54 

of 1 mM. After an additional 2 h in the presence or absence of D-ser, 1 ml aliquots 55 

were taken and centrifuged at 10,000 ´ g before resuspending in RNA Later Reagent 56 

(Thermofisher). MOPS minimal medium (Teknova) with 15 g L-1 agar and 0.4% D-ser 57 

as a sole carbon source was used to test for catabolism of D-ser. 58 

 59 

Construction of isogenic dsdC deletion mutants and complemented strains 60 

A list of plasmids and primers used in this study is included in Tables S2 and S3 61 

respectively. Deletion mutants were constructed using Lambda Red mutagenesis [1], 62 

briefly summarised as follows. Each strain was transformed with pKD46 and cultured 63 

in super optimal broth (SOB) with 100 μg ml-1 ampicillin to OD600 nm 0.1. L-arabinose 64 

was added to a final concentration of 10 mM and incubation was continued for 45 min. 65 

Cells were harvested by centrifugation, washed three times with ice-cold distilled water 66 

and electroporated with 1 μg of each Lambda Red PCR fragment (Constructed using 67 

red.F and red.R primers with pKD4 serving as a PCR template [Tables S2 and S3]). 68 

Following selection on LB with 40 μg ml-1 kanamycin, mutants were verified by PCR 69 

using dsdC, dsdC1 and dsdC2-check-F and check-R primers (Table S3), with  70 

molecular weight decreases of 523, 529 and 532 bp, respectively confirming each 71 

insertion. Resistance markers were eliminated by FLP recombination using pCP20 72 
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and verified by replica plating on LB and LB with 40 μg ml-1 kanamycin. For mutation 73 

of dsdC1 and dsdC2 in NMEC, the process was carried out first for dsdC1 before 74 

repeating for dsdC2. For complementation, wild type alleles (including their native 75 

promoters) were amplified with primers dsdC1.184.F (CFT073 dsdC and CE10 76 

dsdC1), dsdC2.184.F (CE10 dsdC2) and dsdC.184.R (all 3 alleles) and assembled 77 

into linearised pACYC184 (constructed by amplification with primers pACYC.lin.F and 78 

pACYC.lin.R) by virtue of compatible 5’ ends using the NEB HiFi DNA Assembly kit 79 

(New England Biolabs). Resulting constructs pdsdC, pdsdC1 and pdsdC2 were 80 

sequence verified before transforming into the appropriate deletion mutant strains. 81 

 82 

mRNA extraction and purification 83 

Transcriptomic analysis was performed on three biological replicates of each strain in 84 

the presence and absence of 1 mM D-ser. RNA was extracted from stabilized cells 85 

using PureLink Mini RNA extraction kit according to manufacturer’s instructions. RNA 86 

was eluted in 100 μl nuclease-free water. Genomic DNA was removed by incubating 87 

with 4 μl Turbo DNase (Thermofisher) for 1 h at 37°C. Nucleic acid was extracted with 88 

phenol-chloroform-isoamyl alcohol and ethanol precipitated with 2 μl Glycoblue 89 

(Thermofisher) overnight at -80°C. RNA was collected by centrifugation at 17,000 ´ g, 90 

4°C for 30 min before washing with 70% ethanol and resuspending in TE buffer. RNA 91 

was checked for DNA contamination by PCR using groEL-F and groEL-R primers 92 

(Table S3). RNA integrity was confirmed by Agilent Bioanalyzer 2100. Ribosomal RNA 93 

was removed using MICROBExpress mRNA enrichment kit (Thermofisher) according 94 

to manufacturer’s instructions. 95 

 96 
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RNA sequencing 97 

Library preparation and sequencing was performed at University of Glasgow 98 

Polyomics. Libraries were prepared using TrueSeq Stranded mRNA Library kit 99 

(Illumina) according to manufacturer’s instructions. Illumina NextSeq 500 was 100 

employed for sequencing with 10 million 75 bp single end reads being obtained. Read 101 

quality was assessed with FastQC (Babraham Bioinformatics) - minimum Phred 102 

threshold of 20. Data were analysed using CLC Genomics Workbench (Qiagen). 103 

Reads were mapped to the EDL933, CFT073 and CE10 reference genomes (NCBI 104 

accession numbers: NC_002655.2; NZ_CP051263.1 and NC_017646.1 respectively) 105 

using default mapping parameters. Differential expression was assessed using the 106 

empirical analysis of differential expression (EdgeR). Genes having an absolute fold 107 

change of ≥ 1.5; ≤ -1.5 and a false-discovery rate (FDR) corrected p-value of ≤ 0.05 108 

were considered significant (Dataset S1). Volcano plots were exported from CLC 109 

Genomics before coloring and adding labels in Photoshop Elements (Adobe). 110 

Datapoints having a FDR-corrected p-value of zero were manually added beyond the 111 

y-axis limit. Raw data has been uploaded to the ENA under accession numbers 112 

ERS4281309-ERS4281334 and ERS4281353-ERS4281356. 113 

 114 

Data handling/functional category assignment 115 

To identify genes commonly differentially expressed between pathotypes, the list of 116 

DEGs arising from D-ser exposure in each were first consulted. Where a match 117 

occurred and the direction of gene expression was the same, the DEGs were 118 

considered shared. Orthologous genes in different strains often carry distinct Genbank 119 

gene names/locus tags (e.g. yhaU and garP in EDL933 and CE10, respectively). As 120 
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such, where no direct gene name match was found, a nucleotide BLAST was 121 

performed, with a cut-off of 70% nucleotide identity across 70% of the sequence being 122 

considered an orthologous match. These data were used to construct the shared DEG 123 

matrices in Dataset S1. Again, the direction of gene expression was considered before 124 

constructing shared DEG Venn diagrams. Therefore, the genes considered uniquely 125 

differentially expressed in one pathotype over another comprise those not present in 126 

the other, those present but not differentially expressed, and those present but 127 

differentially expressed in the opposite direction. Functional categories were manually 128 

assigned to differentially expressed genes based on annotations derived from 129 

Colibase [2] and Uniprot [3] databases.  130 

 131 

 132 

Results and Discussion 133 

Pathogenic Escherichia coli comprise a diverse, ecologically specialized group of 134 

microorganisms capable of causing disease within the intestine – their primary site of 135 

colonization – but also at extraintestinal sites such as the brain and bladder. Our 136 

previous work described the incompatibility of enterohaemorrhagic E. coli (EHEC) with 137 

environments rich in the host metabolite D-ser [4]. Typically, EHEC cannot metabolize 138 

D-ser due to an evolutionary loss of dsdC, encoding the D-ser responsive 139 

transcriptional activator [5]. In addition to growth inhibition by D-ser, the expression of 140 

EHECs primary colonisation apparatus, the locus of enterocyte effacement (LEE)-141 

encoded type three secretion system is repressed. It has been reported that D-ser is 142 

concentrated in the hippocampus and frontal cortex of the brain where concentrations 143 

reach (0.35–0.25 μmol g-1) [6–8], while concentrations of D-ser in human urine can 144 
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reach in excess of 1 mM [9]. By contrast, we have observed that the concentration of 145 

D-ser in the mouse gut is approximately 1,000-fold lower than that described for 146 

human urine at 1 μM [4], however enteric concentrations in humans are likely to vary 147 

considerably with diet and further studies in this area are warranted.  The toxicity of 148 

D-ser to EHEC at high concentrations is hypothesised to be a key factor in restricting 149 

EHEC to its preferred gut niche, where D-ser concentrations are extremely low. 150 

Indeed, carriage of an intact dsdCXA locus for D-ser metabolism in EHEC is extremely 151 

rare [4]. 152 

 153 

The role of D-ser in modulating transcription in EHEC has been extensively 154 

investigated, however there are often important intraspecies distinctions in responses 155 

to the same metabolite with implications within the context of infection [10–12]. Here 156 

we describe the transcriptional response of uropathogenic and neonatal meningitis-157 

associated E. coli (UPEC and NMEC) to D-ser. Unlike EHEC, these pathotypes 158 

typically encode dsdCXA, with NMEC strains often carrying two copies of the locus 159 

[5]. This is believed to be important in pathogenesis in the bladder and brain where D-160 

ser concentrations are higher than that of the gut. We previously described how 161 

exposure of EHEC to D-ser results in a global transcriptional shift affecting virulence 162 

and inducing stress [4, 13].  We therefore hypothesised that D-ser could promote 163 

distinct transcriptomes in pathotypes not susceptible to D-ser toxicity. The inclusion of 164 

D-ser from 0 h in M9 minimal medium caused dramatic growth arrest in EHEC but not 165 

in UPEC and NMEC (Fig. 1 A-C). In order to assess the transcriptional response of 166 

actively growing populations of all three pathotypes to D-ser, we spiked 1 mM D-ser 167 

into the media after 3 hours growth and sampled cells after 2 hours of exposure using 168 
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RNA-seq analysis. This greatly reduced the severity of growth inhibition in EHEC (Fig. 169 

1A). Intriguingly, this also led to a transient drop in the UPEC growth rate but not 170 

NMEC (Fig. 1B and C), possibly as a result of differential metabolic adaptation to the 171 

use of D-ser as a carbon source. This surprising common growth inhibition phenotype 172 

observed in EHEC and UPEC was reflected by similar numbers of differentially 173 

expressed genes (DEGs) (162 and 140 respectively; Fig. 1D-G; Dataset S1). 174 

Contrastingly, NMEC growth was not significantly affected and only 55 D-ser-induced 175 

DEGs were identified. DEGs belonged predominantly to transport and 176 

metabolism/biosynthesis functional categories (Fig. S1). Surprisingly, UPEC and 177 

NMEC shared fewer common DEGs (12) than UPEC and EHEC, despite their shared 178 

ability to metabolize D-ser (14; Fig. 1G). Importantly, there were no DEGs in common 179 

between all three strains, highlighting the individuality in pathotype responses to this 180 

metabolite. 181 

 182 

The most significantly affected functional categories in all three pathotypes were 183 

metabolism/biosynthesis, followed by transport (Fig. S1 and Dataset S1), however the 184 

composition of these categories varied significantly between strains. This was 185 

highlighted by the fact that the genes/gene clusters bearing the highest level of D-ser-186 

dependent induction were unique to each strain. In EHEC, transport/metabolism of 187 

galactarate/glucarate (gar) was highly upregulated (Fig. 1D), whereas in UPEC the 188 

fimbrial gene fmlA – the major subunit of the virulence-associated F9 pilus [14] – was 189 

most induced (Fig. 1E) and in NMEC threonine biosynthesis (thr) was strongly 190 

activated (Fig. 1F). The most downregulated genes in EHEC were associated with 191 

curli synthesis (csg) and tryptophan biosynthesis (trp) (Fig. 1D), while in UPEC and 192 
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NMEC, a zinc chelator encoded by zinT, and zinc transporter znuABC were strongly 193 

reduced in expression (Fig. 1 E and F). Several genes involved in purine metabolism 194 

were upregulated in both EHEC and UPEC, while all three strains exhibited repression 195 

of distinct acid tolerance genes. These included cfa, kgtP, and phoH in EHEC, gadX 196 

in NMEC, hdeABD, gadAB, ybaST in UPEC, yagU in both EHEC and NMEC, and 197 

gadC in both EHEC and UPEC. We predicted that many conserved genes would be 198 

inversely regulated in EHEC compared with UPEC/NMEC based on D-ser 199 

deamination capability, however only one DEG followed such a pattern – a CstA family 200 

pyruvate transporter encoded by yjiY/btsT that was upregulated in EHEC and 201 

repressed in UPEC and NMEC (Fig. 1E).  202 

 203 

In addition to fmlA, several DEGs with characterized roles in pathogenesis were 204 

affected by D-ser. In UPEC, genes belonging to both operons encoding the pap pilus 205 

– P-type chaperone-usher fimbriae that are overrepresented in pyelonephritis isolates 206 

and function by binding the globoside glycolipid receptor in the kidney [15] - were 207 

repressed. We also observed a striking upshift in ribosomal protein/RNA gene 208 

expression in UPEC and NMEC but not in EHEC. Several 50S (rpl) and 30S (rps) 209 

ribosomal protein genes were upregulated in both pathotypes in response to D-ser 210 

(Fig. 1E and F). Importantly, many UPEC responses to D-ser (including upregulation 211 

of ribosomal genes, repression of pap pilus and activation of cold shock genes) have 212 

also been reported in response to growth in human urine [16] or during mouse/human 213 

urinary tract infection [16–18]. Upregulation of ribosomal genes is believed to play a 214 

role in disease by facilitating rapid growth via increased translation [18]. Thus, these 215 
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findings support our hypothesis that D-ser sensing is crucial for recognition of the 216 

urinary niche by UPEC. 217 

 218 

In order to explore the importance of D-ser catabolism, we performed a parallel 219 

transcriptome analysis using UPEC and NMEC strains deleted for dsdC (the D-ser 220 

responsive transcriptional activator gene required for D-ser metabolism[19]). Note, as 221 

mentioned above NMEC encodes two copies of dsdC, which were both deleted. As 222 

predicted, UPEC ΔdsdC and NMEC ΔdsdC1/C2 displayed severe growth arrest in the 223 

presence of D-ser (Fig. 2A-C). Exposure resulted in 1345 DEGs in UPEC ΔdsdC, 24% 224 

of its gene content. Contrastingly, NMEC ΔdsdC1/C2 displayed 357 DEGs in 225 

response to D-ser. The large-scale shift in gene expression in these mutants 226 

compared with WT EHEC (162 DEGs) reflects their observed incompatibility with D-227 

ser accumulation (Fig. 2A and B). This is consistent with the observation that carriage 228 

of intact dsdCXA is extremely common in these extra-intestinal isolates [5, 20] and 229 

that they can inhabit environments abundant in D-ser, where detoxification is a 230 

prerequisite for success. Accordingly, UPEC ΔdsdC and NMEC ΔdsdC1/C2 displayed 231 

induction of greater numbers of stress response genes than their wild type 232 

counterparts upon D-ser exposure and accumulation. While some overlap was 233 

observed in the responses of WT and dsdC mutants to D-ser (including ribosome 234 

associated genes – suggesting a sensing mechanism independent of accumulation), 235 

the response of the mutants was largely distinct (Fig. 2E). Comparison of dsdC-236 

negative UPEC and NMEC mutant response with EHEC identified a core set of 30 D-237 

ser accumulation-dependent DEGs (Fig. 2F). These include induction of galactarate 238 

transport and metabolism genes (gar), glycine cleavage system genes (gcv) (Fig. 2C 239 
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and D; Dataset S1). This subset of DEGs likely contributes specifically to the growth 240 

arrest phenotype associated with D-ser accumulation and is currently under 241 

investigation. Complementation of dsdC alleles in UPEC and NMEC deletion mutant 242 

backgrounds restored their ability to grow on MOPS minimal medium with D-ser as a 243 

sole carbon source (Fig. 2G), thereby confirming the targeted deletions as the specific 244 

cause of the growth phenotypes described in this study. It should be noted that the 245 

transcriptional response to stimulus is likely to vary over time, particularly in the case 246 

of metabolites that are subject to catabolism. Indeed, upregulation of dsdXA, the 247 

genes responsible for catabolism of D-ser was not observed in UPEC and NMEC 2 h 248 

after induction. This indicates that the transcriptional alterations observed here likely 249 

constitute the phase at which a proportion of the transcriptome of UPEC and NMEC 250 

has returned to baseline. While certain aspects of this transient/acute response to D-251 

ser may be missing from these data, the indirect alterations in metabolism and 252 

physiology clearly influence transcription in a pathotype-specific manner up to 2 h 253 

post-treatment. Similarly, the small number of common DEGs between pathotypes 254 

corroborates the notion that a specific D-ser response remains at play  255 

 256 

Conclusion 257 

Exposure to D-ser resulted in distinct transcriptional responses in EHEC, UPEC and 258 

NMEC, highlighting the diverse strategies employed by different pathotypes in 259 

responding to a relevant environmental signal. Large scale subversion of global 260 

transcription occurred upon accumulation of D-ser, highlighting the strict requirement 261 

for detoxification in strains that occupy niches rich in this metabolite. Importantly, the 262 

data correlate with observations made from human studies of the UPEC transcriptome 263 
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during UTI, suggesting specific responses to D-ser as being highly relevant in a true 264 

physiological setting. These surprising nuances in transcriptional responses displayed 265 

by distinct but closely related pathotypes highlight the challenges faced when using 266 

single prototypic strains in drawing species-level conclusions. 267 
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Figures 360 

 361 
Fig. 1 Distinct growth and transcriptional responses of E. coli pathotypes to D-362 
serine. (A-C) Growth curves of EHEC, UPEC and NMEC in the presence and absence 363 
of 1 mM D-ser, added at 0 h or 3 h (red arrow) post-inoculation as indicated. Dots 364 
indicate mean values from a minimum of three replicate experiments, with error bars 365 
indicating the SEM. Red circles indicate the timepoints and samples used for RNA-366 
seq analysis. (D-F) Volcano plots depicting differential gene expression in EHEC, 367 
UPEC and NMEC, respectively, following 2 h exposure to 1 mM D-ser. Dots were 368 
manually added beyond the axis limits where FDR-corrected p-value of zero was 369 
obtained. Dotted lines indicate cut-off values for statistical significance (y-axis, p < 370 
0.05) and fold-change (x-axis, fold > 1.5, < -1.5). Genes meeting these stringency 371 
criteria and induced by D-ser are coloured blue, while those repressed by D-ser are 372 
coloured red. (G) Venn diagram illustrating the distinction between genes differentially 373 
expressed following exposure to D-ser in three E. coli pathotypes. Numbers of genes 374 
increased in expression are coloured blue, while those decreased in expression are 375 
coloured red. 376 
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 377 
 378 
Fig. 2 Accumulation of D-ser has variable effects on UPEC and NMEC. (A and B) 379 
Growth curves of UPEC ΔdsdC and NMEC ΔdsdC1/C2 in the presence and absence 380 
of 1 mM D-ser, added at 0 h or 3 h (red arrow) post-inoculation as indicated. Red 381 
circles indicate the timepoints and samples used for RNA-seq analysis. Dots indicate 382 
mean values from a minimum of three replicate experiments, with error bars indicating 383 
the SEM. (C and D) Volcano plots depicting differential gene expression following 2 h 384 
exposure to 1 mM D-ser. Dots were manually added beyond the axis limits where 385 
FDR-corrected p-value of zero was obtained. Dotted lines indicate cut-off values for 386 
statistical significance (y-axis, p < 0.05) and fold-change (x-axis, fold > 1.5, < -1.5). 387 
Genes meeting these stringency criteria and induced by D-ser are coloured blue, while 388 
those repressed by D-ser are coloured red.  (E) Venn diagram illustrating comparing 389 
the effects of D-ser exposure in parental and DsdC-negative deletion mutants of UPEC 390 
and NMEC. (F) Venn diagram comparing genes differentially expressed after D-ser 391 
exposure in strains lacking DsdC. Numbers of genes increased in expression are 392 
coloured blue, while those decreased in expression are coloured red (E and F). (G) 393 
Growth of wild type, dsdC deletion mutant and trans complemented deletion mutants 394 
on MOPS 0.4% (w/v) D-ser (sole carbon source) plates after streaking an isolated 395 
colony and incubating at 37°C for 48 h. 396 


